They took healthcare away from part-time faculty because of the new interpretation of the

in good faith. UUP is considering a class-action lawsuit against the campus because

Counselor Chair: Peter Brown mentioned grievance issues with part-timers that resulted

policy.

Special needs. The motion was seconded and unanimously approved. This will be chapter

UUP New Part-Time Faculty Grievance Policy will be distributed and accessible to all, including those with

Disability Rights and Concerns: Spencer presented a motion that "all on and off-campus

Announcements, Updates, Committee Activities

Ending balance of chapter funds on 3/12/2019 was $13,096.37.

Treasurer’s Report: Our budget is strong and the budget submission was approved by

The Treasurer position is also available.

3. UUP chapter. Ballots are due back on April 10, 2019.

Nancy Cooney volunteered to be written in on the ballot for Secretary of the New Part

Pluribus approved with minority corrections.

Approval of Minutes from February meeting

Approval of Proposed Agenda – Approved

Auditors: Debra Wilcox, Elizabeth Wilson

October, Coron Presseasan, Abigail Kobin, Spencer Selend, Mary Thompson, Karen

Dowling, College Counselor, Wayne Tenpenny, Amanda Veretti, Ellen McNiff, Brian

Peter Brown, Bill Capowski, Nancy Cooney, Meret Decker, Donna Goodman, Kirsten Genuc

Attendees:

Wooster Court Room
12:00 pm to 1:30 pm
March 12, 2019
Minutes
Executive Committee
Collen Longer

Respectfully Submitted,

Meeting adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

12. Adjournment

the demands of over 100 faculty members whose course materials have been used inappropriately.

President across the state. They discussed online teaching issues and the UP's new online

11. New business: Gwen attended a phone conversation with giving member and other Vice

10. No old business

Hudson Valley ATT updates, Donna discussed the ATT and their recent election. She said

Others have ideas please forward them to Beth.

about the union. Beth will maintain oversight of the UP chapter website's accessibility. If

suggestions include: Beth could visit new employees and speak orientations to educate them

some for Beth's release time. The group brainstormed about things Beth could be doing. Some

8. Planning for President's Chapter Request. Please prepare time proposal: The UP would a project online

7. Legislative Outreach: When offered has been spending a lot of time connecting

market, and developing a calendar.

Memberships: Mike and Brent held a Membership meeting last month and six people

Language of the CB
6. NSUTR RA Board/UPD Day

There was a significant increase in member participation in the 2019 chapter elections.

5. Chapter Elections Report

Brief summary of current cases provided by IRS Bill Capowski.

4. Grievance Chair Report

Parishioner's motion passed unanimously.
Carol Pennsylvania moved to accept the Treasurer's report, seconded by Gwinn. Possible alternatives to make meetings accessible more economically were suggested, and cost of providing interpreters to enable a hearing-impaired member was discussed, and passed unanimously.

3. Treasurer's Report

Passed unanimously.

2. Approval of Minutes from April 9, 2019

Unanimously.
A agenda amended to approximate business items and focus on issues discussed. Passed unanimously.

1. Approval of Proposed Agenda

Wooster 3rd fl conf room
12:00-1:30 pm
May 7, 2019

Minutes
Executive Committee Meeting
VDP New Paltz
9/21/19
Approved
Meeting was adjourned at 1:30 pm.

12. Adjournment

No new business

II. New Business

Discussion about scheduling meetings for 2019-20. Executive retreat in August.

10. Old Business

9. Chapter End-of-Year Gathering; May 8 at Caravan, 4:30-7:00

8. Mandatory training in January - updates (+ other issues for Labor-Mgmt on 5/14)

Parking committee.

Brendan Cannon appointed by unanimous vote to be the LUP representative on the

7. Campus parking committee - new appointment
Understanding our relationship with NYSUFT

NYSUFT exists to ensure that educational and research initiatives are pursued and

CUNY institutions are able to compete on a national scale.

Central to Amazon deal

celebrates our institution's unique strengths that are not reflected in our

 referral. A course and curriculum that will be approved and

receiving tuition. We, therefore, believe that SUNY, we

deciding on SUNY as an economic engine at this point if we're

Do that (do otherwise we won't get the funding)

 buffalo. We can stay neutral on million increases and he said no we can't

Would like to express frustration with ES Board: Defeat asked for point

Would like to express frustration with ES Board: Defeat asked for point

resources available – possibly Jan. 17.

New York is swimming in money. It's the title money we want, and if we

SNY is swimming in money. It's the title money we want, and if we

DO NOT want to publicize a proposal.

Abigail, kerri, dean, key, beth, bill, colleen, chow, amanda, carol, pete, donna, beth,

Who's going

DA (7 members)

Professionals – we almost never fill all vacant slots (depends on membership #) – per

limited by campuses, but you can only have a certain # for days, 2-9 semesters.

Building out binge party for defectors, getting involved, the # of defectors are not

build out binge party for defectors, getting involved, the # of defectors are not

who will send us a

We have dual and divisional budgets. We should know, etc. They will send us a

In conversation with BEEF: we want people to be prepared for how to disseminate these

Send new info back. We will be responsible for disseminating them

Challenging ways we are doing orientations: what's the new head meeting? UJP will no longer

Let's reassess how we do this in the future

Old Main breakfast (good discussion around funding for SUNY (comp)

F 8a and Library (lunch, Wayne): expected 40 but got 20, not much

Area gatherings:

Motion to bring 2 observers to DA: all in favor. Discussion on who will ensue

LUP Dec 3-4: cd we want to send observers?

UJP Dec 10: no allocation has been received

L Mt. is tomorrow at 3pm

No response to labor-management requests to talk about adjourned non-renewals

Motion, and send the balance of time discussion action plan for next semester.

Resolution: attend the balance of time discussion action plan for essential

Beth Wilson, Abigail Robinson, Mary Thompson, kresten creene

Present: beth Wilson, kevin sanders, chris moffitt, bill kapowski, meri decker, colleen

December 13, 2018

Respectfully submitted by: kresten creene

UJP New Part 2: Chapter executive committee minutes / 7pt 1710
Jan retreat for the board?
- Resolutions for spring
- Hearings at spring DA on NYSUT, on the issue of SUNY as an economic engine
- Coordinated campaign on our campus
  - Jan 17, 18, 19, 24, 26 (Beth to do a Doodle poll) (11:00am-4:00pm); NYSUT office (7)
- Lobby Day
  - F2F meetings
  - Meet in districts on Feb 14 & 15

How can we organize?
- How can we coordinate more closely with RUP?
- How can we coordinate efforts for new initiatives?

Mercy, if we have an idea enough, then we have to repeat those actions again and again.

Gowri, I don't think the RUP is more influential than county governments.

Kevin McGough has been very strong in support of college: 4% of his budget, and he has influence with key representatives on these issues.

He's not that kind of person, he's more of a committee role. He's strongly committed to his mission, but he is not a strategic thinker.

If he's not in committee, he's not that influential, and if he's not in an education committee, he's not influential.

SUNY is much more than an economic generator. It's just one of the greats of the greats.

If we coordinate efforts to see how they're being successful, we might look at the recent graduates at SUNY, or something else.

List of accomplishments, we should ask for testimonials of people who have been successful in Albany.

Gowri, let's look at the bigger issue of funding statewide.

We should have something on Gov & legislators asking for salary increases, why not?

Campbell, coordinated events
- Donna book talk on March 8th
- Lectures, films, panels
- Something on Gov & legislators asking for salary increases, why not?

Mercy, Carol (2)

- Workload creep
- Filming
- Austerity blues, follow-up

Till now, it's on the individual member campaign.

We have to look at the bigger issue of funding statewide.

We don't need to just be suckers up, connect to Fund SUNY.

Why shouldn't we just be linking up?
Austerity campaign - RUP (7)

- More voice
- Visibility
- Paying attention to performance programs
- Equal representation, gender equality
- More visits (EC visits, sending out cards, more participants)
- How we look at power

[Board packet: Communications Committee]

- Posters -- who didn’t listen? Who advanced the story of labor? Bulletin

Visual campaign